Abstract. Dielectronic recombination ( D R ) processes under the influence of an electric field are investigated theoretically using a multichannel quantum-defect theory of the Stark effect, which has recently been developed by the present author. Simple formulae are derived for calculating the D R cross sections so that the effect of an applied electric field is correctly taken into account. Some model calculations are performed for the DR probability averaged over the resonance profile. An enhancement of the D R probability is induced by an electric field, as is predicted by Jacobs et al and LaGattuta and Hahn. It is found that the method of Jacobs ef al and LaGattuta and Hahn can be used to estimate roughly the effect of an electric field on the D R process.
Introduction
When the incident energy of the electron is somewhat below the excitation threshold of the target ion, the electron may be trapped into a Rydberg state with an excited ion as a core A+ + e + A"".
(1.1) This doubly excited state autoionises by re-emitting the electron in a finite lifetime A"* -+ A+ i -e.
( 1.2)
The process (1.1) plus (1.2) is resonance scattering. Alternatively, A*" can become a true bound state by a stabilising radiative transition A"" + A" i -hv. (1.3) This case is called dielectronic recombination ( DR). Very recently, the DR cross section has been measured by several groups (Mitchell et a1 1983 , Belic et a1 1983 , Dittner et a1 1983 , Williams 1984 . Some large discrepancies have been found between theoretical predictions and experimental measurements. One possibility for resolving these discrepancies is to consider the effect of an electric field. In an apparatus for beam experiments, electric fields are sometimes applied in the collision region. Although the applied field is weak, its effect on a resonance state composed of a high Rydberg state may be significant (Muller et a1 1986) .
By using a method of Jacobs et a1 (1976) , LaGattuta and Hahn (1983) estimated the cross section for DR under the influence of an electric field. They have found that the DR cross section is significantly enhanced from its zero-field value, and becomes much closer to experiment. However, Jacobs et a1 introduced their method intuitively, and did not derive it in an ab initio manner.
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The aim of the present paper is to derive a formula for the DR cross section where the effect of an electric field is correctly taken into account. Recently, the present author has introduced a multichannel quantum-defect theory (Sakimoto 1986 , hereafter referred to as I) to treat the resonance state as a Rydberg atom in an electric field. A general treatment of DR at zero field is fully discussed by Bell and Seaton (1985) . The present paper combines these two theories.
In 0 2, we briefly give a multichannel quantum-defect theory for resonance scattering under the influence of an electric field. Details are discussed in I. However, the S-matrix formulation and consideration of bound-type wavefunctions are new. In 0 3, we derive simple formulae to calculate the DR probability and cross section; 0 4 gives some model calculations. Comparison with the method of Jacobs et a1 is also made. For simplicity, we assume that an ion is singly ionised. Atomic units are used unless otherwise stated.
Multichannel quantum-defect theory
We denote by d the distance over which the incident electron is accelerated by an electric field F applied in the collision region. We assume that the kinetic energy of the incident electron is much larger than IFdl. Then, we can neglect the Stark effect for the free electron. As in I, we take into account the Stark effect only for a Rydberg atom in a resonance state.
Basic ,functions
Consider the electron motion in the Coulomb plus uniform electric fields, whose potential is v=-(l/r)+Fz (2.1) where the direction of the electric field F ( > O ) is chosen along the z axis. The potential (2.1) has a saddle point at (x, y, z) = (O,O, -F-"*), where V = E,= -2F"* (called a classical ionisation limit). Thus, electrons that have an energy E > E , can easily escape far away.
2.1.1. &<E,. The discussion in this section is restricted to the case of E < E,. The solution of the Schrodinger equation for the potential (2.1) has a separated form where (6, 7, 4 ) is the electron position in terms of parabolic coordinates, and is related to polar coordinates ( r , 8, 4 ) by ( = r ( l +cos e), 7 = r(1 -cos e). Functions f and g are the solutions of the two equations given by the separation of the Schrodinger equation in parabolic coordinates (Bethe and Salpeter 1977) . The solution (2.2) depends on the three constants of the motion, i.e. the energy E , the separation constant ,8 and the magnetic quantum number m. Since the solutionsf and g cannot be obtained in closed form, the W K B approximation is introduced here.
The 5 motion is bound. The Bohr-Sommerfeld quantisation rule determines the separation constant p of discrete values at a given energy E P = P ( F E m ; n , ) (2.3) where n , is a non-negative integer. where Up,/ defines the frame transformation between the parabolic and the polar coordinate representations as in I. It should be noted that the matrix U is real but not orthogonal, except for the case that F=O and an effective quantum number
S-matrix formulation. It is more convenient to employ the S-matrix formulation
to discuss the DR process. Introducing the functions ++=$(+'+i+) (2.13)
we rewrite the electronic part of the solution as
(2.15)
Since we neglect the Stark effect at E > E,, the functions ++ and 9-represent outgoing and incoming waves, respectively, for open channels; and we can impose a usual S-matrix boundary condition. From (2.10) and (2.13)-(2.15), , y is related to R by
Because U is not orthogonal, , y cannot be directly related to its zero-field quantity by a frame transformation such as (2.1 1). From (2.16), it is evident that , y is unitary, i.e.
x*,y = 1. Furthermore, since R is symmetric, x is also symmetric. Now, we impose a scattering boundary condition. Following I and Seaton (1983), we take a linear combination of @(yam) so as to have only the component W , ( p ) , which is an exponentially decreasing function at 7 << 7,. This gives a scattering wavefunction We are concerned with the resonance part of the wavefunction CP,, which has the form The parabolic cylinder function W , ( p ) has a finite value at r] > r ] , because of a finite tunnelling probability through the barrier. However, we assume that the tunnelling probability is negligible and that the function WL(r]) vanishes identically at r] > r],.
The normalisation condition of $, is shown in (2.26). This normalisation is the same as that of Bell and Seaton (1985) . We can show that (2.19) is identical to the corresponding equation of Bell and Seaton (1985) in the limit of F = 0.
Bound state
Following I, we can write the total wavefunction at E < E , (bound state) as
where r abbreviates the bound-state indices. The coefficient M is determined by
The energy position of the bound state is given by det /,yb + exp( -2iA)l= 0.
(2.23)
The matrix ,yb for the bound state is defined by equations (2.15) and (2.16) except that E < E , .
Variation of phase A
We put the phase factor A in the following form:
where n , is the quantum number related to the separation constant P (cf equation (2.3)). In figure 1 , we plot the change in A with the change v + v + 1. The figure shows that when Fv5<< 1, the phase A changes less. This fact is confirmed by first-order perturbation theory. Expanding (A.2) to the first order in F, we obtain In the following, we assume that x and exp(iA) vary slowly compared with exp(7riv).
(For the variation of the frame transformation matrix, cf figure 3 in Harmin (1981) .) When dA/de -0, by using a procedure similar is normalised at Seaton (1985) , we can show that to Seaton (1983) and Bell and E ' -E (2.26)
Dielectronic recombination
For simplicity we consider two states ( y = 1 and 2) of the ion and incident electron energy less than the excitation threshold AE = E, --E l . (Thus, we drop the index y for brevity if it is not necessary.) An open channel corresponds to ( y = 1, I, m ) and a closed one to ( y = 2, p, m ) .
Evaluation of poles
The positions and widths of the resonance are evaluated from complex poles of S. In order to obtain an analytical expression for the DR probability, we introduce an approximate method to evaluate these poles.
With the use of (2.24), we rewrite (2.18) in the form
The matrix A is real and diagonal with respect to (p, m ) . We diagonalise e i A~c c e i A such that
The diagonal matrix 2 is taken to have Zjj = exp(27ri~~), K~ being the complex quantum defect. The suffix j respecifies the closed channels transformed according to the diagonalisation (3.2). Since eiAxcceiA is symmetric, N is normalised in the way
Then, (3.1) becomes where we put
(3.5) Poles of S are evaluated by the equation Y = n -K~. However, the quantum defect K~ is generally a function of U, and the evaluation of poles cannot be performed analytically.
In the present study, since we neglect the dependence of x and A (i.e. 2 ) on U, we can regard K] as a constant. Then, the resonances occur in the form of a Rydberg series.
Replacing xcc with Xb in the above formulation, we can estimate the energy level of the bound state in a similar manner. The energy level is determined by an equation v = n -K~, where the quantum defect K," is real. The bound state is specified by r = ( j , n). The bound energy levels are expressed in the form of a Rydberg series when K," is independent of U. Davies and Seaton (1969) and Bell and Seaton (1985) give the DR probability for a given initial channel i = ( y = 1, I, m ) as
D R probability
The summation over i' extends to all the open channels. The partial DR cross section is
where ki is the wavenumber of the incident electron. The scattering matrix Y allowing for radiative decays of the resonance state is given by
where
D . ' ( E ' ) D ( E ' )
The derivation of (3.6)-(3.9) requires that the wavefunction satisfies the scattering boundary condition, i.e. unit amplitudes for incoming waves and amplitudes S for outgoing waves. Since we can impose the usual S-matrix boundary condition for open channels (cf 0 2.2.2), the equations (3.6)-(3.9) are applicable to the present problem.
In (3.8) and (3.9), D is the dipole matrix with respect to the radiative decay of the resonance state to the bound state, and has elements &,,I.
= (@c(w4J")) (3.10) where d, i s the dipole operator of the electron and ion system, and p denotes the polarisation of the photon. In many cases, it can be satisfactorily assumed that the radiative transition occurs only in the ion. Therefore, d, operates only on the ion part of the wavefunction Y,.
Evaluation of scattering matrix Y
The normalisation condition of $c and the matrix S are given by (2.26) and (3.1), respectively. Furthermore, in the present study the energy position of the bound and resonance states can be estimated in the form of a Rydberg series. Therefore,we can use exactly the same method as that employed by Bell and Seaeon (1985) to evaluate T and 9 ' . Here, only the final expression for Y is shown:
where A is the radiative transition probability of the excited ion A = 277. c l~~* l d , l y ,~l * .
/1
Alternatively, (3.11) can be expressed as (3.12)
This is a very simple result. However, it should be noted that we have assumed the slow variation of , y and exp(ih) compared with exp(riv).
Average D R probability
It is convenient to define the DR probability averaged over resonances
(3.14)
=fax. 2vix (3.15)
In (3.15), we put x = exp(2vivf), and the integration path is taken to be a unit circle.
Again we neglect the dependence of x and A on v. Then, we can obtain (3.16)
The summation over j and j ' extends to all the closed channels. In deriving (3.16), we have replaced exp(vv3A) -1 with vv3A. The factor 2vv3A appearing in (3.16) is rather familiar in the conventional formula of the zero-field average DR probability (Burgess 1964 , Seaton 1983 ). Bell and Seaton (1985) show that the average DR probability ( F = 0) with this approximation is not too bad for all values of vv3A. Thus, we employ the formula (3.16).
Case for large v
For vv3A >> 1, since 2 is at most an order of unity, terms other than 2vu3A in the denominator of (3.16) are negligible, i.e.
Noticing the relation (3.5), we obtain (3.17) (3.18)
As is noted in I, the frame transformation matrix (2.12) is nearly orthogonal when v >> 1 and F is not too large. If we can assume that U is orthogonal, then (3.18) becomes (3.19) where xz0 is a closed-open submatrix of xo,
The matrix ,yo is the one defined in the quantum-defect theory (Seaton 1983) . From (3.19) , it is shown that ( P ( i))asymp does not depend on the electric field.
Model calculations and discussion
To illustrate the effect of an electric field, we perform some model calculations. For simplicity, we assume that R:,l.mr,ylm is non-zero only when I f = 1 = 0. This means that only an s-wave electron can excite the ion and be trapped into the s state at F = 0. The process of the calculations is as follows. (1) Give the values of the radiative transition probability A and the zero-field R matrix Ro. If we have xo, the zero-field R matrix is obtained from the inverse relation of (3.20) . (2) The matrix Ro is transformed into R by using (2.11). As is noted in 9 2.2.2, the matrix x cannot be related directly to its zero-field quantity by the frame transformation. Thus, we perform the frame transformation in the form of the R matrix. (3) The matrix x is calculated from (2.16). (4) Diagonalise eiAxcc eiA to obtain 2, N and Y following (3.2) and (3.5).
( 5 ) Finally, the average DR probability is given by the formula (3.16). Figures 2 and 3 give results of model calculations for Ro=0.5 ( y ' = y = l), 0.8 ( y ' = l , y = 2 ) and 1.0 ( y ' = y = 2 ) , and A = 2~1 0 -~ (figure 2) and 2~1 0 -~ (figure 3). At F = 0, Burgess (1964) derived an analytical formula for the average DR probability. For the s-wave electron, the formula of Burgess gives
The quantity x:, is defined in (3.20). Since we consider only the s-wave electron, we drop the indices ( r l m ) . We can show that the present formula (3.16) (for the s wave) reduces to (4.1) in the limit of F = 0. Figures 2 and 3 show that the zero-field formula the electric field is applied, the average DR probability is enhanced and reaches the constant value at much smaller v.
At F = 0, the information of the resonance is provided by x:,. We put x:, = exp(2ni~'), where K O is the complex quantum defect of the resonance state at F = 0. Let Ko=po+iqo, with p o and qo real. The resonances locate at E : = E2 -E , -1/2(n --JI')~ of the incident electron energy. The states composed of trapped electrons with 1 > 0 do not contribute to the resonances at F = 0 in the present model. These states have an energy position corresponding to the hydrogenic case E : = E,-E , -1/2n2, and are degenerate. As is discussed in I, the resonance ( I = 0) and the hydrogenic ( I > 0) states are mixed with each other at F # 0 (Stark mixing). As a result, there appear many resonance channels which are never seen at F = 0. All these new and intrinsic resonance channels can contribute to the DR process. This fact is expressed by the summation with respect to j in (3.16).
We expect that only when the Stark shift (AE,) of the hydrogenic states ( I > 0) is larger than A E = / E : -E : / ( = lpol/ v3) will the mixing between the 1 = 0 and 1 > 0 states be strong. We estimate the Stark shift by using first-order perturbation theory, obtaining As,-3Fv2/2. Then, equating Ass and AE, we obtain the onset effective quantum number vF of the Stark mixing for a given F, i.e. vF -(~/ J I ' / /~F ) ' '~.
In the present model, p o = 0.230, and the values of vF are 38,24 and 15, respectively, cor F = 10, 100 aild 1000 V cni-'. Figures 2 and 3 show that at v < vF, the electric field has a negligible effect on the DK process. It is very interesting that at v > vF the average DR probability is well estimated by (P)a.symp. This fact is explained as follows. When the Stark mixing is strong ( v > vF), the intrinsic resonance ( 1 = 0) character is shared equally between dll the resonance channels that appear. Since at an incident energy E -E2 -E , -1/2n2 the number of resonance channels for F # 0 is about n times larger than that for F = 0, we can roughly estimate that 1 -Z, JZ, *, in (3.16 ) is of order ix:,12/n for a strong field. Therefore, when v > vF >> 1, h v 3 A is much larger than 1 -qJZ;, , and the average DR probability (3.16) becomes the asymptotic value (P)asymp. In conclusion, we can say that the average DR probability is estimated by (P)asymp as soon as the Stark mixing is strong.
It should be noted that there is a cut-off in the effective quantum numbers v. Since the electron that has an energy E > E , (classical ionisation limit) can easily escape far away, only the effective quantum numbers Y < vc (= (-2~,)-"') contribute to the DR process. We denote v, by a vertical bar in the figures. Jacobs ef a1 (1976) and LaGattuta and Hahn (1983) introduced the following equation as the average DR probability that the field effect is taken into account:
( P o ) approaches slowly to the constant value (P)asymp = /xco/ 0 2 as v increases. When where U;, = Up,( F = 0, v = n) is expressed in terms of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (see I). This quantity is independent of F. We cannot derive equation (4.2) from the present formula (3.16) with a satisfactory approximation. A serious defect of (4.2) is that it does not approach the correct zero-field formula as F -+ 0. (We can easily show that the present formula (3.16) at F = 0 is correctly identical to the corresponding equation obtained by Bell and Seaton (1985) .) In the limit of 7rv3A >> 1, however, (4.2) has the same asymptotic form as (3.19). In figures 2 and 3, the results calculated by (4.2) are also shown. At U < vF, equation (4.2) overestimates the average DR probability, while at U >> uF it is a good approximation because both the present formula and (4.2) have the same asymptotic form ( P)asymp. Figure 4 shows the average DR probability as a function of Fv5 for fixed values of v. We can see that at Fu5 > 0.3, the average DR probability is well approximated by (P)asymp. This is an encouraging result for the present theory. In order to derive (3.13) and (3.16), we have assumed that the dependence of A on v is negligible. This assumption is not necessarily satisfied when Fv' > 1. However, the calculation shows that the average DR probability is determined independently of the electric field if 
Summary and conclusion
We have investigated the DR process by using the multichannel quantum-defect theory.
In the present theory, the following are assumed to obtain the important results (3.13) and (3.16).
(1) The Stark effect is neglected for the free electron that has an energy through tunnelling, and is regarded as a true bound state. (3) In the evaluation of the resonance poles, exp(ih) varies much more slowly with Y than does exp(2riv). The present study shows that the third assumption does not matter when using the formula averaged over the resonance profile (3.16). The assumption may affect, however, the applicability of (3.13) at high fields. Harmin (1982) treated the Stark effect by allowing quasibound state tunnelling through the barrier. Thus, we can formulate the present theory without the assumption (2). However, the tunnelling effect is significant only at E -E , (Luc-Koenig and Bachelier 1980) . The assumption (2) is valid except in a small energy region around E -E , . When the kinetic energy of the incident electron is not too large, assumption (1) breaks down. In this case, the wavefunction of the free electron differs from a plane-wave type. Thus, we must re-examine the definitions of the S matrix and the cross section. Furthermore, we must express in parabolic coordinates the scattering wavefuction that has an arbitrary direction of the incident electron, because the z axis is chosen along an electric field. These problems remain for future work.
LaGattuta and Hahn (1983) introduced equation (4.2) to investigate the effect of an electric field on the DR cross section measured experimentally. They assumed that the average DR probability is estimated by (4.2) when the hydrogenic Stark shift is larger than the energy shift of the resonance Rydberg state at F=O due to the quantum defect (i.e. v > vF), and otherwise it is given by the average DR probability calculated at F = 0. The present calculation shows that their estimation does not result in a large error for the effective quantum numbers except around vF. The method of LaGattuta and Hahn can be used to estimate roughly the effect of an electric field on the DR process. The same idea was used to study the DR process in plasmas by Jacobs et al (1976) , who emphasised that plasma microfields significantly affect the D R rate coefficient. We should note the effect of an electric field not only in the cross section measurements but also in the plasma diagnostics.
The present theory can both give the average D R cross section and discuss the resonance profile of the cross section. For a detailed comparison with experiments, it is highly desirable to measure the cross section at a well known field strength with a fine energy resolution. The calculation for a real target ion by the present method is under consideration.
with Notice that the value of A is different from that given in I. However, the difference is negligible. The new variable p is mapped from 77 by with
